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Abstract
This paper investigates the impact of cyclic fuels on the nanostructure, nucleation and overall production of soot in an n-heptane (C7 H16 ) laminar
coflow diffusion flame. The fuels selected to dope the n-heptane flames are
cyclopentene (C5 H8 ), cyclohexene (C6 H10 ) and methylcyclohexane (C7 H14 ).
These fuels were chosen for their differences in their structure and sooting tendency. The flame structure was studied with Differential Mobility
Spectrometry (DMS) for particle size distribution determination, two-colour
ratio pyrometry to calculate the soot volume fraction and soot temperature. The soot nanostructure was investigated using Raman spectroscopy
and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). The addition of cyclic fuels was found to promote the formation of soot nanoparticles
earlier in flames. In addition, the soot volume fraction was increased significantly by the addition of the cyclic fuels, especially by the addition of
cyclopentene. The addition of 20% of cyclopentene increased the soot volume fraction by a factor of 2. HRTEM results suggest a significant influence
of cyclopentene on the soot nanostructure; cyclopentene addition promotes
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the incorporation of five-membered rings (pentagonal rings) leading to highly
curved fringes. This suggests cyclopentene could be used as a fuel to promote
curvature in different carbonaceous structures to modify their properties.
Keywords: Soot formation, coflow diffusion flames, 5-membered rings,
pentagonal rings, particle size distribution, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
1. Introduction
Particulate matter emissions from incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons contribute to climate change [1, 2] and have adverse effects on human
health [3, 4]. Even with significant efforts to reduce pollutant emissions into
the atmosphere, the combustion of fossil fuels for ground, maritime and air
transport remains the most important source of particulate matter emissions [5]. The formation of such particulate matter, also known as soot, has
been widely studied in the last decades; however, the transition between the
gas phase and nanoparticles, called nucleation, is still not well understood [6].
The understanding of the nucleation of carbonaceous nanoparticles (CNP) is
essential to improve the strategies to minimise particulate matter emissions.
Particulate formation has been studied in a variety of different laminar
flame configurations [6, 7, 8, 9]. In coflow diffusion flames, soot particles are
generated near the high-temperature regions of the flame reaction zone (fuelside annulus) and are transported up the flame and towards the centreline
through convection and possibly by thermophoresis [10]. Recently, methane
and ethene coflow diffusion flames were selected by the International Sooting
Flame Workshop (ISF) [11] and have been studied by techniques such as
colour-ratio pyrometry, time-resolved Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and
Laser-Induced Incandescence (LII) [12, 13, 14]. The combination of these
techniques allowed the transition between aromatic-based nanostructures to
soot to be observed. According to Bartos et al. [14], high concentrations
of nanoparticles are found to precede the higher soot volume fraction (fv )
found in sooty flames, although not proportionally, suggesting that surface
growth strongly contributes to fv in the high sooting flames. In the high
sooting flames, the majority of particle formation shifts from the centreline
to the wings at the outer edges of the flame closer to stoichiometric conditions
[15]. Particle formation in the wings of the flames occurs in the presence of
oxygen and higher temperatures, resulting in particles with spectroscopic
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properties resembling those formed towards the oxidiser side of counter-flow
diffusion flames [14, 10]. Coflow diffusion flames have also allowed for the
characterisation of the sooting tendency of different fuels [16], the effect of
temperature and pressure in soot formation [17, 18, 19], and the soot particles
composition [20, 21, 22], and thus further insights into such flames offer a
large body of research for comparison.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) have been recognised as precursors for soot formation [6, 7, 8], including five-membered rings (pentagonal
rings) [23, 24, 25, 26]. Experimental evidence of five-membered rings has
been found in aliphatic [27, 28, 29] and aromatic flames [30]. Five-membered
rings can be formed by the bimolecular reactions of C3 (allyl or propargyl
radicals) and C2 (ethene or ethyne) species [31, 32]; or by the partial oxidation of benzene through a phenoxy radical and unimolecular elimination of
CO [33, 34]. Additionally, Johansson et al. [35] have suggested the role of
Resonance-Stabilised-Radicals (RSR) in the formation of soot, in which radicals such as vinylcyclopentadienyl are important intermediates in the formation of five-membered ring species such as indenyl and fluorenyl radicals. The
growth of five-membered rings via a hydrogen abstraction carbon addition
(HACA) mechanism produces larger RSR that can be readily regenerated
via reactions with aryl-radicals, allowing a chain reaction to proceed [35].
Structures containing between 5- to 16- aromatic rings with different kinds
of moieties incorporating pentagonal rings in their structure have been identified by High Resolution Atomic Force Microscopy (HR-AFM) [36, 37]. Schulz
et al. [37] explained that non-planar and/or very mobile molecules could not
be imaged with atomic resolution. Nevertheless, Commodo et al. [36] found
a series of molecules containing pentagonal rings on their periphery, or (partially) embedded into the aromatic structure. These periphery or rim-based
pentagonal rings were often found to be fully or partially saturated by hydrogen. Recently modelling work suggests that these partially saturated rimbased pentagonal are abundant within flames [38] and produce a reactive
localised π-radical allowing for aromatic rim-linked hydrocarbons (ARLH)
to form that are stacked and bonded at high temperatures [39]. Evidence
for aromatic crosslinking via rim-based pentagonal rings has also been seen
in HR-AFM [36], with mechanisms involving aryl-radicals attacking the low
aromaticity pentagonal ring being proposed [40, 41, 42].
This evidence supports the idea that a significant proportion of fivemembered rings are present in incipient carbon nanoparticles [43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48]. The incorporation of pentagonal rings contributes to the formation
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of small curved polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (cPAH). Moreover, highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) studies have shown
that a significant fraction of cPAH are present in soot [49, 44, 50]. The
curvature analysis of the fringes indicates the integration of one to three embedded pentagonal rings in the cPAH molecules [44, 51, 50]. The electronic
structure of cPAH revealed the presence of a permanent dipole moment due to
the flexoelectric effect [43]. Furthermore, the dimerisation energy of cPAHs
with one or two pentagonal rings were found to be comparable to that of
similar-sized planar PAHs [44]. These curved structures are stable at flame
temperature [52]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the reaction leading to the conversion of a planar PAH to a curved one through ring addition
at an armchair site is very fast at temperatures below 2000 K [53]. These
results suggest a significant role of the five-membered rings in the formation
of incipient carbon nanoparticles. Whether the five-membered rings directly
incorporated causing curvature or formed at the edges of larger PAHs is
most important for soot formation is not yet known. There is a lack of experimental evidence to correlate the fuel structure and the incorporation of
five-membered rings in soot nanoparticles.
The purpose of this paper is to gain new insights into the sooting propensity of cyclic fuels relative to linear alkanes and to understand the influence
of the fuel structure on the incorporation of five-membered rings (pentagonal
rings) and the changes induced on the soot nanostructure. For this reason,
we have chosen laminar coflow diffusion flames at atmospheric pressure and
investigated blends of n-heptane and three cyclic fuels, namely cyclohexene
(C6 H10 ), cyclopentene (C5 H8 ) and methylcyclohexane (C7 H14 ). n-heptane
was selected as the base flame because it is a good surrogate for gasoline and
diesel. Cyclohexene, cyclopentene and methylcyclohexane were selected due
to their structural differences and sooting tendency.
2. Experimental methodology
The experimental set-up has been reported previously [54]. In brief,
four atmospheric pressure, non-premixed, laminar n-heptane/cyclic fuel/air
flames were stabilised on a Yale coflow steady flame burner [55]. In all of
the experiments, the total carbon flow rate from the two components in the
binary mixtures was kept constant with respect to the n-heptane to facilitate
comparison among the fuels. The fuels (n-heptane/cyclic fuels) were mixed as
liquids to obtain a 20% carbon mol substitution of the pure n-heptane flame.
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The mixture of liquid fuels was injected, using a syringe pump, into a CEM
evaporator (Bronkhorst), at 323 K. This temperature was calculated using
the FLUIDAT software from Bronkhorst. In the evaporator, the liquid fuel
blend was mixed with 200 mL min-1 of Argon (99.99%). The fuel/carrier gas
mixture was transferred to the burner using tubes heated via temperaturecontrolled heating tapes at 423 K. In all cases, compressed air (50 L min-1 )
was used for the coflow. Gas flows were controlled with calibrated mass flow
controllers (Bronkhorst, standard accuracy ± 0.5%).
The fuels that were selected to dope the n-heptane flame were cyclopentene, cyclohexene, and methylcyclohexane. The fuels structure and notation
used to identify the flames are summarised in Table 1. n-heptane (99.8%)
was supplied by VWR, cyclopentene (>98.0%), cyclohexene (>99.0%) and
methylcyclohexane (>99.0%) were supplied by Tokyo Chemical Industry
(TCI). All the fuels were liquid at room temperature, with liquid-phase flow
rates ranging from 6.98 to 7 g h-1 depending on the liquid mixtures mass
density, which were measured as part of this work.
[Table 1 about here.]
2.1. Flame temperature
Centreline temperature measurements were performed with an uncoated
125 µm R-type thermocouple, using a rapid insertion procedure [56]. The
details for the set-up used in the temperature measurements, as well as the
correction due to radiative heat losses from the thermocouple bead, are described in full by Dreyer et al. [54]. The estimated uncertainty of the measurements is ± 100 K.
2.2. Particle size distribution
In this study, a sampling probe based on the design reported by Hepp and
Siegmann [57] was used to sample at different heights along the centreline of
the flame, minimising the perturbation of the flame. A similar probe has also
been reported by Irimiea et al. [20]. The main body of the sampling probe
has an inner diameter of 8 mm, an outer diameter of 12 mm. The tip of the
probe, which is in contact with the flame, has an outer diameter of 1.4 mm
and a pinhole of 0.4 mm. The probe design and full details of the sampling
system have been reported by Dreyer et al. [54], who also demonstrated a
low perturbation of the flame by the probe.
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The particle size distributions (PSD) were obtained using a Differential
Mobility Spectrometer (DMS500) developed and manufactured by Cambustion Ltd. The particles are sized based on their electrical mobility diameter (Dp ), which is the diameter of a sphere with the same migration velocity
as the particle of interest in a constant electric field [58].
The total dilution is in the range 7.5×104 – 1.2×105 . This dilution takes
place in two stages. The first dilution occurs at the tip of the probe and is
in the range 150 – 250 for all experiments. The diluted sample was passed
through a conductive silicon tube to the DMS500, where a further dilution by
a factor of 500 was achieved with a rotating dilution disc. In all the cases, the
total dilution ratio was recorded by the DSM500 software. The main source
of uncertainty in the DMS measurements is the dilution factor, which is estimated to be ± 30%. The first dilution factor is based on measurement of
the sample and diluent cold flows. The dilution factor recorded by the DMS
fluctuated significantly due to the limitations of the mass flow meters inside the DMS, introducing significant fluctuations into the dilution-corrected
number densities, as has been showed by Dreyer et al. [54]. However, the
measurements are reproducible with a low standard error (± 20%) for each
flame. The remaining source of uncertainty in the DMS measurements is in
the measurement of the particle size, which is specified by the manufacturer
as less than 5%.
The particle size distribution was measured at a given height from the fuel
tube (h) by time-averaging data sampled at a rate of 10 Hz for 20 s. Each
experiment was repeated five times. The PSD was corrected for the gas
expansion inside the flame according to the ideal gas law using the measured
gas temperature, and also dilution corrected.
2.3. Soot volume fraction and soot temperature
Two-colour ratio pyrometry was used to obtain the soot volume fraction
(fv ) and soot temperature of all the flames. The flame images were recorded
with a Blackfly S (FLIR Integrated Imaging Solutions, Inc.) having a 1/1.8"
Sony IMX252 CMOS sensor with 2048×1536 pixels (pixel size 3.45 µm). The
camera lens was an MVL25M23 from Thorlabs with an aperture set to f /1.4
and a focal length of 25 mm. The distance between the camera and the
flame was 25 cm, resulting in a pixel width corresponding to 1/34 mm in the
focal plane through the centre of the flame. A BG-7 filter (Thorlabs) was
used to balance the intensity ratios of the three colour channels and to block
infrared light. The image processing was performed on single frames to avoid
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blurring of the flame edges upon averaging. The recently developed Fitting
the Line-of-sight Projection of Predefined Intensity Distribution (FLiPPID)
methodology was used to perform the inverse Abel transform. This methodology minimises the experimental noise when analysing the projection of
axisymmetric coflow diffusion flame images for colour ratio pyrometry. A
detailed description of the image processing is given in Dreyer et al. [59].
Dreyer et al. [59] have determined that the uncertainty bounds in the center
of the flame are ± 10% when using the FLiPPID method.
2.4. Soot sampling and nanostructure analysis
The soot samples were collected using the fast insertion technique in
which the soot particles are driven thermophoretically to the cold surface
of the substrate [60]. In this case, the rapid insertion of the substrate was
achieved using two pull-action computer-controlled solenoids, which allow
adjusting the residence time of the probe inside the flame. A similar setup
has been reported before [61]. For the Raman spectroscopy analysis, silicon wafer chips (5×5 mm – Agar Scientific) were used as substrate (30
insertions of 40 ms each). The samples for high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) were collected on Holey carbon films (diameter = 3.05 mm – Agar Scientific) on 400 mesh copper grids. The grids were
inserted once into the flame for 30 ms.
2.4.1. Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra were acquired using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRAM HR
spectrometer equipped with a 50x objective and CCD detector. The 532 nm
Diode-pumped solid state laser was used to illuminate the samples. The
calibration of the system was performed against the Stokes Raman signal
of pure Si at 520 cm-1 using a silicon wafer. To minimise the possibility of
structural changes of the sample due to thermal decomposition by the laser,
the power of the excitation laser beam and exposure time were varied to find
measurement conditions that avoid the formation of artefacts. Spectra were
obtained with a laser beam power of 0.5 mW, and accumulation-exposure
times of 3 cycles of 200 s each. At least three samples were collected at
each height above the burner, then between 10 to 15 Raman spectra were
collected for each sample and averaged to obtain statistically relevant Raman
spectra. Subsequently, all the spectra were multipoint baseline corrected and
normalised at the G peak around 1600 cm-1 using the Origin 2018 package.
Based on the Raman spectra, the crystallite size (La ) was calculated using
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the correlation developed by Ferrari and Robertson [62, 63], and the atomic
hydrogen content (H at%) following the correlation developed by Casiraghi
et al. [64].
2.4.2. Transmission electron microscopy
HRTEM images were taken using a FEI Tecnai F20 Transmission Electron
Microscope with a Gatan digital camera and software with a magnification
of 550.000× (59.9502 px/nm). The electron beam was operated at 200 kV
for short periods to avoid effects on the internal nanostructure of soot. For
the lattice fringe analysis, at least 10 images were analysed. The image processing was performed using the code developed by Botero et al. [61]. In
brief, the image processing follows the steps: a) region of interest selection,
b) contrast enhancement, c) Gaussian low-pass filter, d) bottom-hat equalisation, e) binarisation using Otsu’s method, f) skeletonisation, g) elimination
of isolated pixels and pixels with more than three connections. As reported
by Botero et al. [61], the fringe length (FL) is calculated as the number of
pixels contained by the fringe multiplied by the length of a pixel; all fringes
shorter than 0.483 nm (two aromatic rings) are discarded. Fringe tortuosity (τ ) is defined as the ratio between the fringe length and the Euclidean
distance between the two endpoints of the fringe. The inter-fringe spacing
(S) is calculated, taking into account the fringe orientation only fringes with
separation between 0.3354 nm and 0.6 nm are accounted for. The parameters
used in lattice fringe analysis were chosen to minimise the number of branch
points identified and to avoid artificial breaking of the fringes, following a
similar procedure to the one reported by Pfau et al. [65].
3. Results
The addition of cyclic fuels to the n-heptane coflow diffusion flame increases the visible flame length. The visible flame lengths are reported in
Table 1. The addition of cyclic fuels to the n-heptane flame results not
only in larger visible flame length, but also in a shorter distance between the
burner exit and the base of the luminous flame wings and an extended region
of yellow luminosity along the centreline, suggesting that soot inception is
promoted by the addition of the cyclic fuels and starts earlier in the flame.
This is particularly notable in the HEP:20CPE flame, as can be observed in
Figure 1.
[Figure 1 about here.]
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Figure 2 shows the gas temperature along the centreline for all flames; it
also shows the soot temperature calculated by two-colour ratio pyrometry.
The gas temperature of the n-heptane flame increases monotonically up to
28 mm, reaching a plateau and rising again after 32 mm. The plateau corresponds to the heights at which lower soot temperatures have been observed
by two-colour ratio pyrometry. The addition of cyclohexene and cyclopentene
produced a significant dip in the temperature centreline profile (Figure 2b
and d), while the addition of methylcyclohexane produce a plateau, similar
to one observed in the n-heptane flame, in a extended region (Figure 2a and
c). Centreline temperature measurements are prone to error in flames with a
larger soot concentration, where soot deposition can take place on the thermocouple before reaching the centreline [15, 66, 67, 68]. In our case, the
rapid insertion method and extrapolation to time 0 were used to minimise
the effect of soot deposition. The transient thermocouple response in regions
with high soot concentration can be observed in Figure SM1.
[Figure 2 about here.]
The soot particles radiate heat, and the effect of soot on flame temperature has been established by numerous researchers [69, 70]. The gas
thermocouple measurement and the soot temperature results show that the
dips in temperature are correlated with the regions of highest soot concentration (See Figure 3 and Figure SM4, which show the heights above burner
at which the maximum particle number densities and maximum particle diameters are observed). The radiative heat loss is known to be enhanced with
increasing fuel sooting propensity [71, 72]. In this case, the addition of cyclopentene and cyclohexene promote soot formation, as expected from their
sooting tendency, and cause a more significant heat loss.
3.1. Particle size distribution and soot volume fraction
Figure 3 shows the PSD measured at different heights above the burner for
all the investigated flames. The observed mobility diameter of the particles
is in the range between 10 and 300 nm. For each flame, the particle size
distribution was measured along the centreline from 10 mm above the fuel
tube to the flame tip.
[Figure 3 about here.]
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The different values of heights shown in Figure 3 allow the soot particle
growth process to be followed (Figure 3a - c). The average particle size for
n-heptane increases from 8.5 nm at h = 16 mm to 24 nm at h = 24 mm. The
presence of a bimodality is detected at 28 mm (Figure 3d). The maximum
size of the agglomeration mode is reached at 32 mm (Figure 3e). This can
also be observed from the average particle size Figure SM4, in which the
maximum particle diameter is reached at 32 mm. After that, the oxidation
of the particles is observed, and the average particle size starts to decrease
(Figures 3f and SM4).
The addition of cyclic fuels increases the number of particles detected
early in the flame (Figure 3a), as well as the particle size. This suggests
that the addition of the cyclic fuels promotes the particle formation at lower
height in the flame. The first particles were detected at h =15 mm in the nheptane flame, whereas in the HEP:20CPE the first particles were detected at
h = 11 mm. This can be related to the formation of aromatic species such as
benzene and small PAH at higher rates than in n-heptane flames. The fuels
with double bonds (cyclohexene and cyclopentene) more strongly promote
soot formation, as expected from their sooting tendency [73]. Figure SM2
shows the evolution of the PSD for each flame at different heights, so it is
easier to see the evolution of the PSD for the different fuels.
The soot volume fraction (fv ) (Figure 4) and soot temperature (Figure SM3) were determined using two-colour ratio pyrometry. The maximum
soot volume fraction for n-heptane is around 1.0 ppm. A similar value has
been reported before [59, 74].
[Figure 4 about here.]
In all the cases, the soot volume fraction increases with the addition of
cyclic fuels. The level of increase of the soot volume fraction depends on the
fuel structure. A 5-membered ring (cyclopentene) promotes a higher increase
in soot volume fraction than a 6-membered ring (cyclohexene). The addition
of 20% of cyclopentene increased the soot volume fraction by a factor of 2.
The significant increase in the particle size and soot volume fraction suggests
a synergistic effect between the species present in the n-heptane flame and
the species produced by the cyclic fuels decomposition pathways, as it will
be discussed in Section 4.
Similar results were obtained after evaluating the soot volume fraction
from the PSDs reported in Figure 3. A comparison between the soot volume
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fraction along the centerline calculated from differential mobility spectrometry and two-colour ratio pyrometry is found in Figure SM5. Good agreement
between the two measurements is observed, providing further confidence in
the results.
3.2. Particle nanostructure
3.2.1. Raman spectroscopy
Samples for Raman spectroscopy were collected at two different heights
in the flames, to compare particles with similar mobility diameters that were
not undergoing oxidation. For this reason, particles with an average particle
diameter of 25 and 80 nm were sampled. The particles with an average particle size of 25 and 80 nm are observed at h = 22–25 mm and h = 30–33 mm,
respectively (Figure SM4). In this study, we used Raman spectroscopy to
obtain structural information from the soot. Figure 5 shows the spectra
obtained for samples collected in the HEP:20CPE flame with an average
particle size of (a) 25 nm, and (b) 80 nm. The spectra for all the samples
are presented in Figure SM6. In all cases, the spectra exhibit two broad
and strong overlapping peaks: The organised graphite-like carbon or G band
(∼ 1580 cm−1 ), and the D band associated with the nature of disordered
graphite (∼ 1345 cm−1 ). The G band is attributed to the ideal graphitic
lattice vibration mode (E2g symmetry) [75]. The D band is associated with
the graphitic lattice breathing mode (A1g symmetry) [62], which is forbidden
in the ideal graphitic lattice and becomes active only in the presence of disorder or defects. The particles with an average particle size of 25 nm exhibit
a photoluminescent background related to the high hydrogen content in the
sample (Figure 5a).
[Figure 5 about here.]
The correlation developed by Ferrari and Robertson [62, 63], was used to
calculate crystallite size La , as shown in equation 1. It has been theoretically
and experimentally determined, that for a nanocrystallite, I(G) is proportional to the sample area, whereas I(D) is produced only by a small region
of the crystal near a defect or an edge, and it is proportional to the overall
length of the edge, which scales as La [76]. For large graphitic clusters with
relatively low disorder, the I(D)/I(G) ratio is inversely proportional to La ,
as proposed by Tuinstra and Koenig [75]. As disorder increases, cluster size
decreases and the number of E2g interactions between pairs of sp2 carbons
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(G band) decrease. For these small clusters, with low La , the D-band intensity is proportional to the area of the aromatic domains of pericondensed,
hexagonal ring systems. In the case of large PAH, the pre-resonance and resonance Raman contributions to D band dispersion has been correlated with
the number of conjugated sp2 carbons [77, 78].
I(D)
= C 0 (λ)L2a
I(G)

(1)

where C 0 (λ) is a wavelength-dependent pre-factor. The I(D)/I(G) ratio was
calculated after baseline correction and normalisation of the spectra by the
intensity of the G band, as shown in Figure 5. Table 2 reports the mean La
values calculated for the sample collected for all the fuels. It is evident that
La increases as function of height from the fuel tube, which is related to the
particle and fringe growth. Similar values for La are obtained for all the fuels
at a given height.
Similarly, H (at %) content was calculated following the correlation developed by Casiraghi et al. [64]. This correlation is based on the analysis
of hydrogenated amorphous carbon. The applicability of the correlation has
been verified by Schulz et al. [37] and used in other soot studies [79, 80]:


m
H[at%] = 21.7 + 16.6 log
[µm]
(2)
I(G)
where m is the slope of the photoluminiscent background, measured for the
baseline between 1000 and 1800 cm−1 and I(G) corresponds to the intensity
of the G band. The results are shown in Table 2. This simple method
allows the estimation of the hydrogen content in a small amount of sample
compared to other methods that require larger sample quantities. In all the
cases, the atomic hydrogen content is around 34%, leading to an H/C ratio
of 0.5. This H/C ratio is characteristic for newly incepted particles (young
soot) and decreases as the carbonisation process takes place along the flame
[81]. The atomic hydrogen content was not calculated for the samples with
an average particle size of 80 nm because the hydrogen content is low and the
spectra do not exhibit a photoluminescent background, as can be observed
in Figure SM6.
[Table 2 about here.]
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3.2.2. Transmission electron microscopy
The HRTEM images were processed as described by Botero et al. [61].
Figure 6 shows some representative high resolution images collected at
h = 32 mm in the flames doped with cyclohexene and cyclopentene. The
formation of the first aromatic ring and soot precursors in n-heptane and
HEP:20MCHA is similar (see Section 4), and based on the Raman spectrometry results, no significant differences in the nanostructure are expected. The
samples were collected at this height to allow the inception and growth of
the particle, but before undergoing the oxidation process to understand the
changes induced by the addition of cyclic fuels on the soot nanostructure. A
concentric orientation of fringes, onion-like, structure is recognisable in all
the particles, with an disordered core and a shell with graphitic-like domains
formed by the graphitisation or annealing of the particles [51, 82].
[Figure 6 about here.]
The fringe length, fringe tortuosity and inter-fringe spacing were calculated
as described in Section 2.4.2 to understand the effect of the cyclic fuels on
the soot formation in the doped n-heptane flames. The results obtained from
the analysis of all the images were used to calculate the population median
of the fringe length (FL), fringe tortuosity (τ ) and inter-fringe spacing (S).
The distributions of the full set of data obtained for each parameter are
presented in Figure SM7. The results are summarised in Table 3. The corresponding means and standard deviations are summarised in Table SM1.
A nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to establish the statistically significant difference between the fringe parameters in Table 3. The
results of the test are presented in the Supplementary Material (Table SM2).
The analysis showed that there is a statistically significant difference between
the fringe tortuosities and fringe lengths of the particles collected in the pure
n-heptane flame and the flame doped with cyclopentene, but not for the
inter-fringe spacing and not for the other flames. Therefore, the addition
of cyclohexene to n-heptane does not induce significant changes in the soot
nanostructure. Moreover, cyclopentene promotes the formation of shorter
and more tortuous fringes.
[Table 3 about here.]
The particles formed in the n-heptane flame doped with cyclopentene are
exposed to the flame environment for a longer residence time due to the
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early formation of particles in this flame. The fringe tortuosity relative to
the curvature is expected to decrease with residence time, so as a function
of the height above the burner [50]. In this case, where all flames were
sampled at the same height (32 mm), it was observed that the particles
collected in the n-heptane flame doped with cyclopentene present higher
values for fringe tortuosity. This is the opposite of what would be expected
based on consideration of the residence time, and is a strong indicator that
cyclopentene significantly increases the fringe tortuosity related to curved
PAH in the soot formation process.
Recently, Botero et al. [50] have reported that most of the fringes in soot,
from a coflow diffusion flame, are almost flat (τ < 1.15), or present a low
degree of curvature (1.15 < τ < 1.35), with only a small proportion of highly
curved fringes (τ > 1.35). The percentages corresponding to each range
were calculated for the full set of data, the results are presented in Table 4.
It is evident that most of the fringes present a low degree of curvature.
Nevertheless, the addition of cyclopentene to n-heptane flame increases the
proportion of fringes with τ > 1.35 indicating the presence of highly curved
fringes. The incorporation of 5- or 7-membered rings in the PAHs has been
suggested as the main reason for the curvature observed in the fringes [83, 84,
85], and it has been suggested that a low curvature is related to the presence
of a maximum one or two pentagonal rings in the PAH [51]. Recently, Martin
et al. [44] have simulated the TEM images of different kinds of PAH with
a fringe length of ∼1 nm. They found that small cross-linked PAHs could
produce tortuous fringes; however, the maximum fringe tortuosity that could
originate from a PAH cross-linked species was τ = 1.15, a value similar to
τ of a curved PAH with a single pentagonal ring. Therefore, tortuosity
values > 1.15 are considered to be predominantly due to the integration of
five-membered rings and not cross-linked species. This indicates that the
higher proportion of fringes with a τ > 1.35 is related to the incorporation of
five-membered rings in the PAH nanostructure indicating that cyclopentene
addition to n-heptane promotes the formation of cPAHs.
[Table 4 about here.]
4. Discussion
The purpose of this paper is to study the sooting propensity of cyclic
fuels relative to linear alkanes (n-heptane) and to understand the influence
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of the fuel structure on the incorporation of five-membered rings on the soot
nanostructure. Figure 7 shows what are believed to be the main formation
pathways of key intermediates in the soot formation process (benzene, fulvene and cyclopentadiene) from cyclohexene, cyclopentene and methylcyclohexane. In what follows, we discuss the correlation between our experimental
findings and the possible fuel interactions to provide a short perspective on
the importance of curvature integration in carbonaceous materials.
The formation of the first aromatic ring takes place through different
reactions for each fuel. Figure 7 is mainly based on decomposition pathways
reported in the literature for pyrolysis or coflow diffusion flame experiments
[31, 56, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94].
[Figure 7 about here.]
The n-heptane decomposition pyrolysis main products are H2 and Cn H2n
due to C-C bond cleavage reactions which have a low barrier for unimolecular decomposition [95]. A significant production of C2 H4 has been observed
in methane coflow diffusion flames doped with n-heptane [96]. This suggests that C-C bond cleavage reactions are also important in coflow diffusion
flames. Modelling results for coflow diffusion flames showed that benzene is
mainly formed through the reactions shown in Equations 3 and 4 [97, 98]. It
has been found that fulvene chemistry is important for the benzene formation in n-heptane rich premixed flames [99]. However, fulvene has not been
taken into account as a key species in benzene formation in the modelling of
n-heptane coflow diffusion flames [97, 98].
C3 H3 + C3 H3 ←−→ Benzene

(3)

n-C4 H5 + C2 H2 ←−→ Benzene + H

(4)

Different pyrolysis studies for cyclohexene established that the main products are ethene and 1,3-butadiene with small amount of 1,3-cyclohexadiene
and traces of 1,4-cyclohexadiene and benzene. Thus, the main decomposition path is a retro-Diels-Alder reaction [86, 87, 88, 100] instead of successive
dehydrogenation reactions (Figure 7). It has been proposed that a small
amount of cyclohexadienes are formed from cyclohexene, and the cyclohexadienes contribute more than 80% to benzene formation [100]. These findings
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are in good agreement with McEnally and Pfefferle [89]; they suggest that
cyclohexene dehydrogenation has a significant role in benzene formation because benzene concentration does not exhibit a linear correlation with C3 H4
species.
It is accepted that the main decomposition pathway for cyclopentene is
a hydrogen elimination to form cyclopentadiene (Figure 7). This species has
been experimentally detected in coflow diffusion flames [56], low-pressure
premixed flames [90] and pyrolysis [91]. Cyclopentadiene can transform into
benzene through the fulvene route (Figure 7). Additionally, experimental evidence established the cyclopentadienyl radical as an important intermediate
in PAH formation because its ability of self-recombination where PAHs, such
as naphthalene, are formed without benzene as an intermediate [90, 91, 92].
In addition, cyclopentene can promote different pathways to form Resonance
Stabilised Radicals (RSR) [35], cPAHs [101], among others.
Substituted cyclohexanes, as methylcyclohexane, mainly decompose by
unimolecular dissociation in coflow laminar flames. The primary dissociation reaction is the ring-opening isomerisation, as shown in Figure 7. The
1-heptene and 2-heptene formed can decompose through allylic C-C fission
(high temperature) or/and 6-centred elimination (low temperature) depending on the flame conditions [93]. These lead to the formation of C2, C3 and
C4 species which are important for benzene formation [94, 31].
As described above, the cyclic fuels used in this study are able to form
small aromatics rings via different pathways. The addition of cyclic fuels
results in the first aromatic ring forming more quickly than in pure aliphatic
flames (n-heptane). Cyclopentene primarily forms benzene via the fulvene
route, whereas cyclohexene and methylcyclohexane primarily form benzene
through recombination reactions. In addition, a small proportion of cyclohexene also forms benzene via dehydrogenation reactions. In addition, the high
concentration of small species (C1-C4) in n-heptane coflow diffusion flames
[97, 96] promotes the growth of PAHs driven by H-Abstraction-CarbonAddition (HACA) [102] or similar mechanisms [26, 103, 104]. Therefore,
the addition of cyclic fuels, keeping constant the total amount of carbon,
has a synergistic effect leading to larger particles and more soot, as has been
observed in the soot volume fraction and particle size distribution results,
Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
In this case, curvature integration was determined via the HRTEM results. Thus suggesting that the percentage of highly curved fringes (τ > 1.35)
increased by the addition of cyclopentene (Tables 3 and 4). As has been ex16

plained before, the decomposition pathways of cyclohexene do not suggest
a significant amount of cyclopentadienyl radicals formed in coflow diffusion
flames, and a lower amount of five-membered rings are going to be formed
than with cyclopentene. This is correlated with the similar values for fringe
length and fringe tortuosity observed for soot collected from n-heptane flames
doped with cyclohexene.
There are different possible pathways in which the addition of cyclopentene can contribute to soot formation after increasing the proportion of fivemembered rings incorporated in the cPAH and soot. 1) The incorporation
of five-membered rings implies a permanent dipole moment due to the flexoelectric effect, which can increase clustering among cPAH or with chemi-ions
[43, 44]; 2) chemical crosslinking of aryl-radicals attacking the low aromaticity pentagonal ring [40, 41, 42]; 3) the clustering of hydrocarbons by radicalchain reactions as proposed by Johansson et al. [35], in which cyclopentadienyl (from the cyclopentene) and small hydrocarbons (from n-heptane) as
ethene and ethyne are key elements in the soot inception process; and 4) the
clustering of localised π-radicals, which have been suggested as important
species in soot nucleation due to their significant binding energy and the
potential to rapidly generate them via protonation of abundant rim-based
pentagonal rings [38, 39]. It will be necessary to perform more experiments
to know precisely how the cyclopentene addition changes the soot inception
process in n-heptane coflow diffusion flames.
Apart from fundamental insights into the formation of soot, the integration of curvature is also of significant interest to industrial carbons such as
carbon blacks. For catalytic applications, curved carbons have been found to
have an enhanced catalytic activity for chlorination [105]. This reactivity has
been rationalised as the attachment and reaction of the convex surface with
chlorine. Similarly, increased reactivity towards oxygen was found with computational work revealing an increased edge reactivity towards oxygen [106].
For adsorption applications, curvature integration could allow for tuning the
flexoelectric dipole moment in these materials. This effect has been shown
to impact hydrogen adsorption [107], and storage of lithium [108], both of
considerable interest for energy storage. To date curvature integration has
primarily relied on the addition of oxygen concentration within partially premixed flames [34]. However, the addition of cyclopentene to coflow diffusion
flames is one of the first examples of a non-oxidative route to integrating
curvature. Therefore, it could be of importance for integrating curvature in
carbons for applications where oxygen needs to be kept to a minimum for
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example in electronic applications, e.g. batteries.
5. Conclusions
This paper has investigated changes induced by the addition of cyclic fuels in an n-heptane laminar coflow diffusion flame. The flame structure was
studied by two-colour ratio pyrometry to calculate the soot volume fraction
and soot temperature, differential mobility spectrometry for particle size distribution determination, and gas temperature measurements by thermocouple. The soot nanostructure was investigated using Raman spectroscopy and
lattice-fringe analysis of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy.
The addition of partially unsaturated cyclic fuels promotes the formation
of soot in n-heptane coflow diffusion flames. The presence of a double-bond
in the cyclic fuel has a larger effect than a methyl substitution. The particle
size distribution measurements and the colour-ratio pyrometry results suggest that cyclopentene promotes soot inception earlier in the flame, leading
to larger particle size and higher soot volume fractions in the flame, and possibly because of promoting the clustering of hydrocarbons through different
mechanisms.
Raman spectroscopy results indicate there is no significant difference in
hydrogen content even when different cyclic fuels are present in the flame.
Nevertheless, HRTEM results suggest a significant influence of the cyclopentene on the soot nanostructure. The fringe analysis shows an increase in the
fringe tortuosity when cyclopentene is added to n-heptane, and it is related
to the incorporation of five-membered rings in the soot fringes structure.
This suggests cyclopentene could be used as a fuel to incorporate curvature
in different carbonaceous structures to modify their properties.
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Figure 1: Photographs of the coflow diffusion flames studied. In all the cases, the exposure
and colour balance ratio were kept constant.
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Figure 2: Temperature centreline profiles for (a) n-heptane, (b) HEP:20CHE, (c)
HEP:20MCHA, and (d) HEP:20CPE coflow diffusion flames, including soot temperature
obtained by two-colour ratio pyrometry. r is the radial distance from the flame centerline.
The error bars indicate the standard error of the measurements, several of the errors bars
are smaller than the symbols.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the particle size distribution at different heights from the tube
fuel exit for n-heptane, HEP:20CHE, HEP:20MCHA and HEP:20CPE coflow diffusion
flames. The error bars indicate the standard error of the measurements. For all the other
PSDs, the error bars are similar but are not shown to retain clarity of presentation.
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Figure 5: Raman spectra for samples collected in the HEP:20CPE with an average particle
size of (a) 25 nm, and (b) 80 nm.
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Figure 6: Skeletonized (Bottom row) and unprocessed HRTEM images (Upper row)
of primary carbon nanoparticulates collected in (a) n-heptane, (b) HEP:20CHE, (c)
HEP:20CPE coflow diffusion flames at h = 32 mm.
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Figure 7: Scheme of possible reaction pathways and key intermediates for soot formation
in coflow diffusion flames from cyclohexene (CHE), methylcyclohexane (MCHA) and cyclopentene (CPE). Dash arrows indicate reactions involving different intermediate species,
hollow arrowhead indicate reactions with low probability to occur at flame conditions.
No radical species were included to simplify the illustration. The gray box shows the
fulvene route. RSR = Resonance Stabilised Radicals, cPAHs = curve polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, fPAHs = flat aromatic hydrocarbons.
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Table 1: Flame notation, cyclic fuel structure and visible flame length.

Flames
n-heptane

Notation

Structure

Length (mm)

HEP

37.0

80% n-heptane:
20% cyclohexene

HEP:20CHE

39.0

80% n-heptane:
20% cyclopentene

HEP:20CPE

40.5

HEP:20MCHA

40.3

80% n-heptane:
20% methylcyclohexane
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Table 2: Hydrogen content and crystallite size for particles with an average particle size
of 25 nm (h = 22–25 mm) and 80 nm (h = 30–33 mm)

Flame
n-heptane
HEP:20CHE
HEP:20CPE
HEP:20MCHA

Particle diameter
25 nm
80 nm
H (at%)
La (nm)
La (nm)
34 ± 2 1.22 ± 0.03 1.28 ± 0.02
35 ± 1 1.24 ± 0.01 1.25 ± 0.01
31 ± 4 1.23 ± 0.02 1.31 ± 0.02
34 ± 2 1.21 ± 0.02 1.25 ± 0.01
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Table 3: Experimental population medians for fringe length (FL), fringe tortuosity (τ )
and inter-fringe spacing (S) obtained from the image analysis of the particles collected
at h = 32 mm. The medians are calculated across the full set of data obtained for each
parameter.

Flame
n-heptane
HEP:20CHE
HEP:20CPE

Median
FL
τ
S
(nm) (-) (nm)
0.936 1.13 0.414
0.903 1.14 0.418
0.834 1.16 0.414
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Table 4: Fringe tortuosity (τ ) of the particles collected at h = 32 mm. The percentages
show the proportion of the population of fringes with tortuosity in each interval.

Flame
n-heptane
HEP:20CHE
HEP:20CPE

τ < 1.15
(%)
52.8
52.1
40.6

1.15 < τ < 1.35
(%)
34.9
36.3
40.7
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τ > 1.35
(%)
12.3
11.6
18.7

